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Kiersten White
272
12 +
September 18, 2018

THE DARK DESCENT OF ELIZABETH FRANKENSTEIN

In celebration of the 200-year anniversary of Mary Shelley’s iconic FRANKENSTEIN, bestselling author Kiersten White 
(AND I DARKEN) has penned a chilling account of the mad scientist’s young bride, Elizabeth.

Elizabeth Lavenza is a foundling girl with nothing to her name when she is taken in by the Frankenstein family. She is 
rescued from a cruel foster home by Madame and Judge Frankenstein, whose desperate hope is that her angelic face 
and calm demeanor will soothe the cruel and unpredictable rages of their son, Victor. Faced with the opportunity to 
break free from her past, young Elizabeth does everything she can to endear herself to Victor — including indulging 
his most troubling tendencies. In doing so, she becomes his most treasured possession.

Now a young woman, Elizabeth must track down an aloof Victor and persuade him to wed her, lest she return to 
the destitution into which she was born. But Victor has become preoccupied with mad desires and fantasies, and 
something monstrous seems to loom at every corner. Elizabeth must save Victor from the darkness that threatens 
to overtake him. But will she lose her soul in the process?

Poignant yet disturbing, this literary written novel is bound to captivate teen readers.
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•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Marie Lu
288
12 +
January 2, 2018

BATMAN: NIGHTWALKER

Based on the DC Comics superheroes,  the DC ICONS series consists of four stand-alone 
YA novels, each one written by a different critically acclaimed and best-selling author. We 
published WONDER WOMAN: Warbringer by Leigh Bardugo in August 2017. In January 
2018, we will publish BATMAN: Nightwalker by Marie Lu, followed by CATWOMAN by Sarah 
J. Maas in August 2018, and concluding with SUPERMAN by Matt de la Pena in January 
2019. 

Bruce Wayne has just turned eighteen; as he returns home from his lavish birthday 
party, he stops a criminal’s getaway — disobeying the police and crashing his car during 
the chase. He’s sentenced to community service in Gotham City’s Arkham Asylum, the 
mental hospital for the city’s most dangerous criminals. There Bruce meets an intriguing 
character: Madeleine has ties to the Nightwalker gang that is terrorizing Gotham City, and 
she will only speak to Bruce. She’s the mystery he has to unravel, but first Bruce has to 
determine if he can trust her. The Nightwalkers target the rich, and Bruce’s name is next 
on their list.
 

Rights to the DC ICONS licensed to: 
Brazil — Sextante 

Czech Republic — Albatros
England — Penguin Random House UK 

France — Bayard
Germany — DTV

Indonesia — Mizan Publishing
Italy — Rizzoli Libri

Poland — Mag Jacek Rodek
Portugal — 20/20 Editora

Romania — Editura Art 
Russia — AST

Serbia — Urban Reads
Spain — Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial 

Turkey — Pegasus
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•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Sarah J. Maas 
304
12 +
August 7, 2018

CATWOMAN

Gotham City has not been kind to Selina Kyle. In order to survive, she has become a petty thief and an 
undefeated street fighter. When Selina is arrested, a mysterious woman offers her a chance to get out of 
jail — if she joins the League of Assassins.

Two years later, after completing the League’s brutal training regimen, Selina returns to Gotham City. 
Batman’s heir apparent, Batwing, is trying to contain the city’s criminal activity; but from the moment 
Selina steps off her private jet, disguised as the socialite Holly Vanderhees, she senses that Gotham City 
could be quickly brought under her control. Selina sets her plan into motion, attending galas, ingratiating 
herself with the devilishly handsome Luke Fox, and teaming up with the worst criminals in Gotham City: 
Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn. With both Batwing and the League of Assassins following her every move, 
Selina will risk everything in the ultimate heist. It’s time to see how many lives this cat has . . .
 

Rights to the DC ICONS licensed to: 
Brazil — Sextante 

Czech Republic — Albatros
England — Penguin Random House UK 

France — Bayard
Germany — DTV

Indonesia — Mizan Publishing
Italy — Rizzoli Libri

Poland — Mag Jacek Rodek
Portugal — 20/20 Editora

Romania — Editura Art 
Russia — AST

Serbia — Urban Reads
Spain — Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial 

Turkey — Pegasus
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Jennifer Niven and David Levithan 
256
14 +
May 7, 2019

WHEREVER WE ARE

From New York Times bestselling authors Jennifer Niven and David Levithan comes the story 
of a girl who escapes her destructive home life — and the brother she leaves behind.

When 18-year-old Bea disappears, she leaves behind only one thing: a note, meant for her 
brother Ezra, with an email address on it. Bea has run away from her abusive stepfather and 
her remote mother, while Ezra is stuck coping with the fallout of his sister’s rash departure. 
Bea’s lovesick boyfriend is asking questions, and Ezra’s promise to Bea not to tell anyone 
that they’re in contact is made all the more difficult when Ezra’s boyfriend tries to dig deeper. 
But when Bea finally lets Ezra in on the secret of why she left — and who she’s hoping to 
find — they both must accept that their lives will change forever.

Told in dual perspectives, WHEREVER WE ARE weaves a heartbreaking narrative of a brother 
and sister in impossible circumstances — bonded by a connection that’s deeper than family.
 

Rights to ALL THE BRIGHT PLACES licensed in 41 languages



Arab World   -   Arab Scientific Publishers
Bosnia    -   BTC Sahinpasic
Brazil    -   Companhia das Letras
Bulgaria   -   Enthusiast
China    -   Beijing Adagio Culture Co. 
Croatia    -   Profil Knjiga
Czech Republic   -   Euromedia
Denmark   -   Forlaget Alvida
England   -   Penguin Random House UK
Estonia    -   Tanapaev
Finland    -   Karisto Oy
France    -   Gallimard
Georgia   -   Bakur Salakauri
Germany   -   Verlagsgruppe Random House - Blanvalet
Greece    -   Patakis
Holland    -   Moon
Hungary   -   Maxim Publishers
Iceland    -   Bokabeitan
Indonesia   -   PT Gramedia 
Israel    -   Kinneret Zmora
Italy  - De Agostini

Japan  - Tatsumi Publishing
Korea   - Why School Publishing
Latvia  - Zvaigzne
Lithuania - Alma Littera
Macedonia - Ars Lamina
Norway  - Schibsted
Poland  - Bukowy Las
Portugal - Editora Objetiva
Romania - Editura Trei
Russia  - AST
Serbia  - Urban Reads
Slovakia - Ikar
Slovenia - Ucila
Spain  - Editorial Planeta
Sweden - Lilla Piratforlaget
Taiwan  - Global Teens
Thailand - ClassAct Publishing
Turkey  - Pegasus
Ukrainian - KM Books
Vietnam - Nha Nam

ALL THE BRIGHT PLACES
41 Languages 
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March 13, 2018

CHAOTIC GOOD

Cosplay, comic shops, and college applications collide in this illustrated novel from 
Whitney Gardner (YOU’RE WELCOME, UNIVERSE). 

Cameron dreams of getting into a prestigious university costume design department. 
She plans to spend the summer before her senior year completing her costume 
portfolio; however, unfortunately, the only comic shop in her new town — her main 
destination for character reference — is owned by a man who challenges every 
woman who comes into the shop. 

At her twin brother Cooper’s suggestion, Cameron borrows a set of his clothes and 
becomes Boy Cameron, using her costuming expertise to infiltrate the nerd inner 
sanctum. Soon Cameron and Cooper find themselves drafted into an epic Dungeons 
& Dragons game along with the employees of the comic shop. As Cameron’s secret 
identity gets more entrenched, she wonders if she’ll ever find a way to reveal her 
true self. 

Geek girls will rejoice in this tale of fashion, cosplay, and first romances that includes 
comic pages illustrated by the author.

 

Rights to YOU’RE WELCOME, UNIVERSE licensed to: 
Holland — Uitgeverij Q 
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Tara Wilson Redd
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October 26, 2018

THE MUSEUM OF US

Readers will be captivated by this story that effortlessly blends magical realism 
and contemporary romance and offers a fresh perspective on mental illness.

Sixteen-year-old Sadie has a seemingly perfect life. She has parents, 
a best friend, and a boyfriend who loves her. But no one seems to measure 
up to her truest love, George, who is eighteen, dazzling, and heroic. The only 
problem: George isn’t real. 

Sadie spends hours every day daydreaming that she and George are on grand 
and wild adventures. It’s her private world, until one day she crashes her truck 
and is taken to the hospital, calling out for George. While in the hospital, Sadie 
is confronted with her past — and struggles to protect a secret even greater 
than the fantasy life she’s created. But worst of all, she must decide whether 
George will live or die. 

With beautiful prose and a surprise twist that readers won’t see coming, THE 
MUSEUM OF US is a fascinating debut novel perfect for teen readers.
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Nicole Williams
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June 19, 2018

ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE

A magical, wind-swept summer romance about a girl and a boy overcoming enormous 
hurdles to be together.

Seventeen-year old Jade Abbott has spent her life traveling with her mother’s band. 
Searching for a traditional teenage summer experience, Jade is excited to spend the 
summer with her aunt and uncle in California while her mother is on tour. When Jade 
starts to work at the local pool, she is immediately drawn to head lifeguard, Quentin. 
Jade and Quentin’s romance is everything a quintessential summer romance should 
be — sneaking out, staying up late, even a midnight swim. But Jade senses that 
Quentin is hiding a secret — and she’s determined to find out what it is.

Perfect for summer reading, Nicole Williams’ (TRUSTING YOU AND OTHER LIES) 
sophomore YA title will leave teens cheering for Jade and Quentin and their almost 
impossible romance.
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March 6, 2018

THE BEAUTY THAT REMAINS

A compelling, heartfelt debut about three teens and their experiences with 
love and grief. 

Autumn always knew exactly who she was: a loyal friend and talented artist. 
Shay was defined by two things: her relationship with her twin sister and her 
love of music. Logan has always turned to writing love songs when his real 
love life became disastrous. 

When tragedy strikes each, music is what ultimately intertwines their lives, 
and together they must determine how to move forward and embrace what 
the future has to offer. 

Told from three points of view, this powerful story of life and love after loss 
will resonate with teen readers.
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Amy Andelson and Emily Meyer
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January 30, 2018

LAYOVER 

Readers will be captivated by the drama of three siblings in a blended family whose 
unplanned flight layover in Los Angeles turns into a wild adventure.

17-year-old Amos, 16-year-old Flynn, and 9-year-old Poppy are not traditional 
siblings. Flynn’s father is married to Amos’s mother; Poppy is their much younger 
half sibling. Amos and Flynn have begun to develop complicated feelings for each 
other. As they travel to meet their parents for vacation, Poppy reveals to Amos 
and Flynn that their parents are planning to announce their divorce on this trip. 

Refusing to accept their inevitable separation, Amos, Flynn and Poppy disembark 
their plane during a layover in Los Angeles, and quickly get rid of their cell phones. 
Through both adventures and misfortunes, at swanky parties and Disneyland, the 
complex nature of their relationships are revealed and tested.

Told from alternating points of view, LAYOVER is a fun, fast-paced adventure that 
offers a fresh look at an unconventional romance.



THE WINDOW

Twins Anna and Jess couldn’t be more different. Anna is popular, outgoing, 
and athletic. Jess is the quiet introvert. Outwardly identical, the girls tell each 
other everything. At least that’s what Jess thought — until Anna fell to her 
death while sneaking out of her bedroom window.

Everyone in town — the police, Jess’s parents, her teachers, and even her 
classmates — say that Anna’s death was an accident and no one was at fault. 
But Jess has too many questions: Where was Anna going? Who was she 
meeting? And how long had Anna been lying to her?

Jess soon discovers that her twin kept more secrets than she could ever have 
imagined. And as she digs deeper, she learns that the answers she’s looking 
for may be truths that no one wants her to uncover.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Amelia Brunskill
352
12 +
April 3, 2018



THE CHEERLEADERS

THE CHEERLEADERS is a chilling tale of a small town and the dark history beneath 
its bright suburban facade. 

There are no more cheerleaders in the town of Millbrook. Five years ago, there 
was a car accident: two girls were killed after hitting a tree on a rainy night. 
Before the month ended, two more girls were dead: murdered by a next-door 
neighbor one night while their parents were away. Then another cheerleader, Jen 
Rayburn, committed suicide. Millbrook High disbanded the cheer squad. No one 
wanted to be reminded of the girls they lost.

Now Jen’s younger sister, Monica, is a junior at Millbrook High. She’s popular, 
pretty, and a member of the dance team. She is trying her best to forget what 
happened to her sister five years ago; but when she finds letters in her stepdad’s 
desk and an old cell phone, she realizes that whatever happened five years ago 
isn’t over. Some people in town know more than they’re saying . . . and somehow 
Monica is at the center of it all.

There are no more cheerleaders in Millbrook, but that doesn’t mean anyone else 
is safe.

BRITISH ONLY

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kara Thomas
304  
14 +
July 31, 2018



POISON’S CAGE

An assassin becomes a spy in this heart-pounding sequel to POISON’S KISS.

Marinda was trained to be an assassin — a girl with poison in her veins, whose kiss 
could kill. But her life turned upside-down when she discovered who she was really 
serving: not the Raja, but the evil Snake King. Now Marinda has teamed up with her 
former partner in crime, Iyla, to infiltrate the Snake King’s palace and depose him 
from the inside. The two girls will once again need to use their skills to seduce and 
deceive — and this time, the fate of the kingdom is truly at stake. But does every 
secret bring them closer to the truth…or to a trap?

With a lush setting and enough twists and turns to keep readers guessing, POISON’S 
KISS is the thrilling conclusion to Marinda’s romantic and addictive story.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Breeana Shields
336  
12 +
January 16, 2018

Rights to POISON’S KISS licensed to: 
Turkey — Pegasus



STRANGE NEW WORLD 

In this homage to Aldous Huxley’s BRAVE NEW WORLD, Rachel Vincent explores the 
issues of identity and humanity. 

In a futuristic society clones are genetically designed for a specific task to best serve 
the community.  Sameness is valued. Individuality is considered a flaw. In BRAVE 
NEW GIRL, readers met Dahlia 16 —  one of 5,000 girls who look just like her — but 
Dahlia 16 knows she’s different. That means trouble not just for her, but all Dahlias.

This sequel to BRAVE NEW GIRL opens after Dahlia 16’s daring escape from her 
prison-like society. She thought that all of her clone sisters were dead, but now she 
learns that she has one remaining identical. Waverly, a wealthy socialite and teen 
media sensation, couldn’t be more different from Dalia. Most importantly, she’s not 
even supposed to exist.

Rachel Vincent combines exciting science fiction with plenty of girl appeal in this 
engaging sequel. 

 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Rachel Vincent
288
12 +
May 8, 2018

Rights to BRAVE NEW GIRL licensed to: 
Brazil — Universo dos Livros



INTERMEDIATE 
FICTION



ANNIE’S LIFE IN LISTS 

Here’s a list of things to know about Annie:

 •   She’s 10 years old
 •   She carries her notebook everywhere
 •   Her family just moved to a new town
 •   She’s pretty sure it’s her fault that they moved

Annie’s a shy girl with an incredible memory and a love of making lists. It 
helps her keep track of things when they can seem a little out of control, 
like her family, her friends and her life in a new place. But as Annie learns 
how to adjust to life in a small town, she’ll have to put down her pencil, 
if only for a moment, and find her voice. 

Told in list format throughout, ANNIE’S LIFE IN LISTS is perfect for 
reluctant readers.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kristin Mahoney 
272 
8 — 12  
May 29, 2018



THE LOSERS CLUB

New York Times bestselling author Andrew Clements’ first book for Random House is a 
terrific, kid-friendly novel that celebrates the love of reading.

Sixth-grader Alec can’t put a good book down. He reads in class instead of paying 
attention. He reads at home instead of doing his homework. When Alec is forced to 
participate in an after-school program, one of the requirements is to join or create a 
club. He decides to name his club “The Losers Club”, a deliberately unattractive name 
designed to keep other kids away. Alec intends to be the only member — so that he can 
keep reading undisturbed. But when more and more kids find their way to the Losers 
Club, including a former friend turned bully and the girl Alec likes, Alec starts to notice 
something: he just might be missing out on the greatest story never written — his own.

Featuring humor, warmth, and themes of family and friendship, THE LOSERS CLUB is 
classic middle grade fiction at its best.

Rights to THE LOSERS CLUB licensed to: 
Italy — Rizzoli

Japan — Kodansha
Korea — Woongjin Think Big

Russia — Kareira
Taiwan — Yuan-Liou Publishing

Turkey — Gunisigi Kitapligi
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•Page count: 
•Ages:
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Andrew Clements
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August 1, 2017
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Kate Hattemer 
256
8 — 12 
May 1, 2018

HERE COMES TROUBLE

We’re delighted to have YA author Kate Hattemer’s (THE VIGILANTE POETS OF SELWYN 
ACADEMY) first middle grade novel on our list. HERE COMES TROUBLE is a humorous story 
about a boy struggling to turn over a new leaf.

Soren is known for being the school’s biggest prankster; but when his best friend and 
pranking partner moves away, Soren considers starting over. Then his cousin, Flynn, 
moves from Brooklyn to live full time with Soren’s family in Minnesota. Flynn doesn’t eat 
or drink anything with sugar, actually loves being in school, and plays by the rules. Under 
the influence of Flynn, Soren attempts to quit pranking for good — but he soon learns that 
old habits die hard. 

This witty tale features themes of family and friendship, and will be appreciated by children 
and parents alike.

Rights to THE VIGILANTE POETS 
OF SELWYN ACADEMY licensed to: 

Brazil — Novo Conceito 
Germany — Carlsen Verlag

Turkey — Pegasus 
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Melissa Sarno  
240
8 — 12 
June 5, 2018 

JUST UNDER THE CLOUDS

A stunning debut about a family struggling to find something lasting when everything feels 
so fleeting.

11 year-old Cora’s family is teetering on homelessness. It’s been six years since Cora’s 
father died; although Cora’s mother works long hours, the family struggles. When the 
shelter they’re staying in is ransacked, Cora’s mother is forced to call an old friend, Willa, 
who invites them to stay in her spacious apartment. It’s not home, but with its big windows 
and clean, bright rooms, it’s easy to pretend it is. Cora’s little sister Adare seems to love it. 
Even her mother begins to relax, laughing and cooking with Willa. But after Willa oversteps 
her bounds, Cora’s mom rushes to move the family yet again, leaving Cora to wonder if 
they’ll ever find a place to call their own.

Author Melissa Sarno has crafted an unforgettable story of family, loss and perseverance.
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•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
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•Pub Date:

Will Buckingham
Monica Arnaldo 
160 
8 — 12 
August 15, 2017

LUCY AND THE ROCKET DOG

The charming tale of a girl, her dog, outer space, and a home-made rocket. 

When Lucy builds a rocket in her backyard out of scrap metal and spare garden tools, she 
doesn’t expect it to actually fly…and she certainly doesn’t expect it to accidentally carry 
her dog, Laika, away into space. But that’s just what happens. While Laika continues her 
adventures through outer space, Lucy begins a lifelong scientific quest to bring her dog 
home. Space-time relativity causes time to pass at different rates for the girl and her dog; 
so while Lucy grows up, studies astrophysics, and wins the Nobel Prize, Laika spends a 
few months munching kibble and chasing space rabbits with friendly space dogs. But Lucy 
never gives up on her original mission: bring Laika back home. 

Told in alternating perspectives, this story is perfect for dog and space lovers alike.



THE SCIENCE OF BREAKABLE THINGS

THE SCIENCE OF BREAKABLE THINGS is a new middle-grade classic that perfectly 
captures the coming-of-age moment when you realize that parents are people, too.

When Natalie’s teacher asks the class to answer a question using the scientific method, 
the only question Natalie wants answered is: How do I grow a miracle? Her mom has 
been struggling with depression, and all Natalie wants to do is help. When an egg-drop 
competition is announced at school, she gets an idea. If she can win the competition, 
she can use the money to get a very special flower from her mom — a flower that can 
survive against impossible odds, and that just might be able to save her mom too.

Told through Natalie’s science notebook entries, this emotional story navigates tough 
issues in a way that is both relatable and kid-friendly.

BRITISH ONLY
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•Pub Date:

Tae Keller
304
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March 6, 2018
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January 9, 2018

THE LAST GARGOYLE

This spooky tale is equal parts charming and spine-tingling. 

Penhallow is the last of his kind. He is a grotesque (better known as a gargoyle) 
who protects his Boston apartment building from the dark spirits and creatures that 
roam the night. His magic allows him to slip out of his stony body in the form of a 
silent, dark-eyed boy, invisible to humans, and patrol the streets for anything that 
might cause his people harm. When Hetty, a girl who lives in his building, is targeted 
by the evil Bone King, Penhallow knows he must do whatever he can to save her. 
Even if that means teaming up with the mysterious and untrustworthy Victoria, the 
first human who can actually see him. 

Perfect for both boys and girls looking for their next middle grade scare, and for 
readers who love adventure, friendship, and dark twists.

BRITISH ONLY



INTERMEDIATE SERIES
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•Page count: 
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Todd Calgi Gallicano 
320 
10 + 
June 19, 2018

A SAM LONDON ADVENTURE 
Book Two: The Selkie of San Francisco

Younger fans of Michael Scott’s THE ALCHEMYST will flock to the second book in the Sam 
London Adventures that began with GUARDIANS OF THE GRYPHON’S CLAW.

After the shocking appearance of a selkie in the middle of the San Francisco bay, the 
Department of Mythical Wildlife calls on 12-year-old Sam London, his guardian Tashi, 
and Dr. Vance Vantana to find out exactly what the creature wants and why the selkie is 
chasing after a famous super model. Whisked away on another globe-trotting adventure, 
Sam and his friends must work as a team to piece together clues. However, mysterious 
powers are at work; the incredible, secret truth that the animals of mythology exist and 
are living among us may again be in very real jeopardy of being discovered.

The author created an immersive, interactive website for the Department of Mythical 
Wildlife which will provide visitors with a thriving connection to this imagined world 
(https://www.mythicalwildlife.com/). It includes a membership aspect, enabling readers 
to become honorary rangers with the DMW and gain access to secret areas of the site 
that include exclusive information, illustrations, and additional content.

 

Rights to GUARDIANS OF THE GRYPHON’S CLAW 
licensed to: 

France – Universe Poche
Germany – Random House Germany



SAMANTHA SPINNER AND 
THE SUPER-SECRET PLANS

Here’s the first title in a fun new series, perfect for fans of Chris Grabenstein.

Samantha’s uncle Paul has disappeared and left behind the following:

 •   Samantha’s sister got a check for $2,400,000,000.
 •   Samantha’s brother got the New York Yankees.
 •   Samantha got a rusty red umbrella.

As Sam and her brother start digging for clues about Uncle Paul’s disappearance, they 
discover that the umbrella is a key to a larger plot — one that means their uncle is in grave 
danger. To save him, Sam, her brother, and their trusty dog will have to travel across the 
world and steer clear of a mysterious band of ninjas.

Author Russell Ginns is a game designer, and the story is full of puzzles and codes to 
solve. Information about each country and landmark that Sam and her brother visit is 
also included at the end of each chapter. Both boys and girls will enjoy this funny, original 
adventure. 

We’ll publish SAMANTHA SPINNER Book Two in March 2019.

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Russell Ginns
Barbara Fisinger
256
8 — 12  
February 27, 2018



ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY 

MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY OLYMPICS  

MR. LEMONCELLO’S GREAT LIBRARY RACE  
Packed with puzzles, clues and thrilling surprises, the New York Times bestselling ESCAPE FROM 
MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY, MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY OLYMPICS, and MR. LEMONCELLO’S 
GREAT LIBRARY RACE have been licensed in nineteen languages. After over 100 weeks on the 
New York Times bestseller list, and with more than 700,000 copies sold in the U.S., ESCAPE FROM  
MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY will soon be a movie on Nickelodeon, airing in October.

“An ode to libraries and literature that is a worthy successor to the original madman  
puzzle-master himself, Willy Wonka.”  

— Booklist, Starred  

“Full of puzzles to think about, puns to groan at and references to children’s book titles,  
this solid, tightly plotted read is a winner for readers and game-players alike.”  

— Kirkus Reviews, Starred

“Pick up Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library for your kids to discover  
the coolest library in the world.”  

— James Patterson, #1 New York Times bestselling author

Rights to ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY licensed in 19 languages.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Chris Grabenstein
288 
8 – 12  
June 25, 2013 / January 5, 2016 / October 10, 2017



ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY
19 Languages 

Australia - Random House Australia
Brazil  - Editorial Bertrands
Bulgaria - Ciela Norma
China  - Beijing Yutian
England - Penguin Random House UK
France  - Editions Milan
Germany - Verlag Freies Geistesleben
Greece  - Metaixmio
Hungary - Konyvmolykepzo Kiado
Italy   - Rizzoli Libri
Japan  - Kadokawa
Korea  - E*Public
Poland  - Editorial Foksal
Portugal - Editorial Presenca
Romania - Corint
Russia  - Kariera Press
Spain  - Hidra
Turkey  - Altin Kitaplar
Vietnam - Tre Publishing



WELCOME TO WONDERLAND 
Book One: Home Sweet Motel

WELCOME TO WONDERLAND 
Book Two: Beach Party Surf Monkey

WELCOME TO WONDERLAND 
Book Three: Sandapalooza Shake-Up 

Hijinks ensue in this new, highly illustrated humor series from Chris Grabenstein, the New York 
Times bestselling author of ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY, which has been licensed 
in nineteen languages.

In Books One and Two, eleven-year-old P.T. Wilkie and his friend Gloria embark on adventures to 
save and promote the Wonderland Motel, where P.T. lives with his mother and grandfather. First, 
they do all they can to attract customers to the motel, and then they convince a movie producer 
to shoot his new film at the Wonderland. 

In Book Three, P.T. and Gloria are getting ready for the annual Sandstravaganza Contest, and 
struggling to run the Wonderland’s new restaurant, the Banana Shack. When a royal guest’s 
priceless tiara goes missing, can P.T. and Gloria solve the case?

Rights to WELCOME TO WONDERLAND licensed to:
Italy — Il Castoro

Russia — Kariera Press

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Chris Grabenstei
304 
8 — 12  
October 4, 2016 / May 23, 2017/ May 22, 2018



THE PENDERWICKS AT LAST

THE PENDERWICKS books are modern classics and fans will love this finale from 
award-winning author Jeanne Birdsall.
 
Nine years, five older siblings, a few beloved dogs, and an endless array of adventures 
— these are the things that have shaped Lydia’s journey since readers first met her 
in THE PENDERWICKS IN SPRING. Now it’s summertime and eleven-year-old Lydia is 
dancing at the bus stop, awaiting big sister Batty’s return from college. Soon they’ll all 
be returning to the place where it all began — for a wonderful summer wedding only 
the Penderwicks can create.
 
Brimming with heart and charm, THE PENDERWICKS AT LAST is a fun and joyful ode 
to a favorite family.
 

Rights to THE PENDERWICKS licensed in 23 languages.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jeanne Birdsall
256
8 — 12 
May 15, 2018



Arab World  - Kalima
Brazil   - Editora Rocco Ltda.
China   - Hunan Juvenile and Children’s Press
Croatia   - Algoritam
Czech Republic - Euromedia
England  - David Fickling Books
France   - Univers Poche
Germany  - Carlsen Verlag
Holland   - Van Gennep Publishing
Hungary  - M-Ertek
Israel   - Miskal Publishing
Italy   - Piemme

Japan   - Komine-Shoten
Korea   - Kidbook Publishing
Lithuania  - Alma Littera
Romania  - Editura Art
Russia   - Rozovyi Zhiraf
Serbia   - Laguna Publishing
Slovakia  - Ikar
Spain   - Salamandra
Thailand  - Grand Prix International
Turkey   - Altin Kitaplar Yayinevi
Vietnam  - Nha Nam

THE PENDERWICKS
23 Languages 



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Susan Maupin Schmid
304
8 — 12  
October 25, 2016 / July 25, 2017/ June 26, 2018

100 DRESSES 
Book One: If the Magic Fits

100 DRESSES 
Book Two: Ghost of a Chance

100 DRESSES 
Book Three: The Starlight Slippers

Readers will be transported to a magical land of enchanted dresses in this three-book series. 

In Book One: If the Magic Fits, Darling Dimple becomes the newest servant in Princess Mariposa’s pressing 
room and soon finds herself privy to information about the castle and its secrets, including a closet that 
holds one hundred magical dresses. Each dress has the power to disguise Darling Dimple as somebody 
else — a particularly useful tool when Darling discovers a nefarious plot to murder her beloved Princess 
Mariposa. 

In Book Two: Ghost of a Chance, Darling Dimple and her friend Roger spot a ghost roaming the halls. Could 
the ghost be stealing Princess Mariposa’s jewels? It’s up to Darling and Roger to find him and restore the 
Princess’s trust in her faithful servants…with the help of a magical dress or two.

In Book Three, when Princess Mariposa reads about her grandmother’s bridal slippers — delicate lace shoes 
studded with starlight opals — she wants to find them for her own wedding. With the help of her friends 
— and many of the dresses — Darling must save Princess Mariposa’s wedding day.

Rights to 100 DRESSES licensed to: 
Germany — Dressler Verlag

Poland — Juka 



GRAPHIC NOVELS



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Judd Winick
208 
8 — 12
September 1, 2015 / May 17, 2016 
February 21, 2017 / January 16, 2018

HILO Book One: The Boy Who Crashed to Earth

HILO Book Two: Saving the Whole Wide World

HILO Book Three: The Great Big Boom

HILO Book Four: Waking the Monsters

This funny, middle-grade graphic novel series is perfect for fans of comic books as well as laugh-out-loud school 
adventures. 

In Book One, D.J. and his friend Gina are normal kids, having a normal day . . . until a mysterious boy comes 
crashing down from the sky. Hilo doesn’t know where he came from, what he’s doing on Earth, or why going to 
school in only his underwear is a bad idea. Can D.J., Gina and Hilo unlock the secrets of Hilo’s past? And are D.J. 
and Gina ready to save the world? 

In Book Two, Hilo is just settling into life on earth when strange portals begin opening up. Even stranger are the 
creatures coming through them — a giant mutant chicken, a Viking hippo, a magical warrior cat, killer vegetables. 
Can Hilo, DJ, and Gina determine how to send these creatures back to their worlds before they destroy the earth? 

In Book Three, Gina had been sucked into a mysterious portal. But friends don’t let friends disappear into nowhere. 
With the help of Polly, the magical warrior cat, the friends will have to battle bad guys and face disgusting food, 
an angry mom, terrible jokes, powerful magic, and more.

In Book Four, Mega Robot Monsters are suddenly waking up all over and they’re too big for Hilo to fight on his own. 
Luckily, he has Gina and some brand-new super powers to help. The closer Hilo and Gina get to saving their world 
from the monsters, the closer Hilo gets to the dark secret of his past . . . 

Filled with full-color art, humor, and fast-paced action, this delightful graphic novel features best friends, robot 
friends, good guys, bad guys, mutant robot ants, epic battles, annoying big brothers, and more.

We’ll publish HILO Book Five: Then Everything Went Wrong in January 2019.

 
Rights to HILO licensed to: 

England — Penguin Random House UK
France — Editions Milan (BD Kids)

Germany - Tokyopop
Israel — Yedioth

Norway — Vigmostad & Bjork Forlag



•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mark Siegel and Alexis Siegel
Xanthe Bouma, Matt Rockefeller, and Boya Sun
240 
8 — 12 
May 2, 2017 / May 8, 2018

5 WORLDS Book One: 
The Sand Warrior

5 WORLDS Book Two: 
The Cobalt Prince

5 WORLDS is a new graphic novel series featuring rich world-building and gorgeous art.

In Book One: The Sand Warrior, Oona is the clumsiest student at the Sand Dancer Academy, overshadowed 
by her graceful older sister. An Tzu is an orphaned boy with lots of street smarts but no idea how to stop 
the illness that’s turning him invisible. Jax Amboy is the star athlete of the 5 Worlds. A robot in disguise, he 
may hold the secret to why their home is being invaded.

In Book Two: The Cobalt Prince, the blue planet Toki is filled with danger and unexpected enemies. Will 
Oona’s sister help or betray her? An Tzu is angry with the Toki for their attack on his planet. He wants to 
fight with his special brand of magic, but will he have the strength? Jax Amboy is thrilled to be on the team 
fighting to save the galaxy, but will he be forced to sacrifice everything to save his new friends?

Time is running out in the 5 Worlds. Can this unlikely trio rise to the challenge and face down the forces of 
evil in time to save the worlds?

We’ll publish 5 WORLDS Book Three: The Red Maze in May 2019.

 
Rights to 5 WORLDS licensed to: 

France — Gallimard
Israel — Kinneret

Italy — BAO Publishing



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jeffrey Brown
224 
8 — 12
August 30, 2016 / August 29, 2017 / August 28, 2018

LUCY & ANDY NEANDERTHAL

LUCY & ANDY NEANDERTHAL
Book Two: The Stone Cold Age

LUCY & ANDY NEANDERTHAL
Book Three: Bad to the Bones

The first books in a humorous graphic novel series about two Neanderthal siblings, by 
New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Brown (STAR WARS: JEDI ACADEMY series).

In Book One, Lucy and her brother Andy contend with a wandering baby brother, bossy 
teens, strange cave paintings, and a mammoth hunt. A special paleontologist section at 
the end of the book helps to dispel common Neanderthal myths.

In Book Two: The Stone Cold Age, Lucy and Andy continue their Paleo pranks. The cave 
is feeling cramped since the humans moved in. They’re in the Ice Age, and leg room 
comes at a real premium.

In Book Three Lucy and Andy meet some new friends and form the Explorer’s Club. Their 
first big discovery: dinosaur bones!

 

Rights to LUCY AND ANDY NEANDERTHAL licensed to: 
France — Huginn & Muninn

Russia — Kariera Press
Spain — El Paseo Editorial

 



ILLUSTRATED STORYBOOK



•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mark Twain and Philip C. Stead
Erin Stead
152
8 — 12 
September 26, 2017

THE PURLOINING OF 
PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE

THE PURLOINING OF PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE is an unfinished story by Mark Twain, lost 
for a century and now brought to life by Caldecott-winning duo Philip and Erin Stead. This 
unprecedented project is a Lead title for Random House Children’s Books with a six-figure 
first printing. 

One night in Paris in 1879, Mark Twain settled in to tell a bedtime story to his two young 
daughters. The story followed a poor, hungry boy who ate a magic flower, giving him the 
ability to talk to animals. The unfinished story, discovered over 100 years later in one of 
Twain’s journals, is believed to be the only children’s story the author ever wrote down. 
When a scholar visiting the Twain archives in Berkeley realized the significance of this text, 
he brought it to the attention of The Mark Twain House and Museum, who then sold it to 
Random House Children’s Books. 

The one problem was that the story ended on a cliffhanger — at the entrance to a cave 
guarded by dragons, with no hint of a resolution. Random House Children’s Books called on 
two of today’s most notable names in children’s literature, Philip and Erin Stead, to finish the 
text.

The result is a beautifully illustrated storybook that explores themes of charity, kindness, and 
bravery in the face of tyranny. With stunning artwork throughout and occasional interruptions 
by the imagined voice of Twain himself, this is a book for all ages and all readers.
 

Rights to THE PURLOINING OF PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE licensed in 15 languages



THE PURLOINING OF PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE
15 Languages 

Brazil   - Distribudora Record
China   - Beijing Tianlue Books Co., Ltd.
Czech Republic  - Euromedia
France   - Editions Kaleidoscope
Germany  - Knesebeck
Greece    - Patakis Publications S.A.
Israel   - Yedioth Books 
Italy   - Giunti Editore S.p.A.
Japan   - Fukuinkan Shoten Publishers
Korea   - Book 21 Publishing Group
Poland   - Proszynski Media Sp.
Romania  - Pandora Publishing 
Russia   -  Samokat
Spain   - Editorial Oceano 
Taiwan    -  Rye Field Publications





•Author:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

Steve Foxe
64
5 — 9       
January 2, 2018
Sticker Book

•Author:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

Courtney Carbone
64
5 — 9    
January 2, 2018
Sticker Book

NINTENDO PUBLISHING

Nintendo is one of the biggest names in the video game business with games and characters beloved by millions around 
the world. Random House Children’s Books is excited to partner with Nintendo to publish a wide range of coloring & 
activity books that will include full-color pages with codes, mazes, puzzles, trivia, and more. The books will be based on 
the Nintendo properties, including the most popular four: Super Mario, Legend of Zelda, Splatoon, and Animal Crossing. 

We’ll launch the program in January 2018 with two full-color sticker books based on Super Mario and The Legend of Zelda. 
We’ll publish 4-6 new titles each year. 

Super Mario, launched in 1985, is Nintendo’s flagship franchise, with over 200 game titles; the next video game in the 
Super Mario series, Super Mario Odyssey, is scheduled to debut holiday 2017 on the brand-new Nintendo Switch video 
game console. Nintendo’s “Super Mario Run” app has more than 100 million downloads since its debut.

Young video game fans will delight in taking their favorite characters from screen to book and creating all new worlds 
and adventures through the games and activities.



•Author:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

Steve Foxe
64
5 — 9       
July 24, 2018
Sticker Book

•Author:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

Steve Foxe
72
7 — 10        
July 3, 2018
Hardcover Activity Book

•Author:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

Courtney Carbone
72
7 — 10         
July 3, 2018
Hardcover Activity Book



The DC SUPER HERO GIRLS, a joint project of Warner Brothers, DC Entertainment, Mattel Toys, Lego and Random House Children’s Books, 
launched with an interactive website in fall 2015; print and digital content, webisodes, TV specials, toys and other products aimed at girls 
aged 6-12 released in 2016 and will continue to release in 2017. Random House Children’s Books has been named master publishing 
partner, with a program that includes original novels, readers, doodle books, a 96-page full-color yearbook and a journal. 

The novels, written by noted children’s author Lisa Yee, will follow Wonder Woman, Supergirl, Batgirl, Katana, Harley Quinn, Bumble Bee, 
and Poison Ivy — depicted as multi-ethnic teenagers prior to full development as superpowered adults — as they navigate their superhero 
training at Super Hero High. Super Hero High is the place for young Super Heroes to gain acceptance while being taught to hone their 
unique super powers. Each of the characters will have her own storyline about mastering her power and growing up, with storytelling 
designed to help build character and confidence, and empower girls to discover their true potential. The ancillary titles will support the 
plots of the original novels and the webisodes. 

Featuring DC Comics’ most powerful and diverse line-up of female characters as relatable teens, DC SUPER HERO GIRLS is an exciting 
publishing event. 

We’ll publish DC SUPER HERO GIRLS Book Five: Harley Quinn at Super Hero High in January 2018 and Book Six: Bumblebee at Super 
Hero High in July 2018. 
 



•Author:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Lisa Yee
240
8 — 12   
March 1, 2016 / July 5, 2016 / January 3, 2017/ July 4, 2017 / January 9, 2018 

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
Book One: 

Wonder Woman at Super Hero High

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
Book Two: 

Supergirl at Super Hero High

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
Book Three: 

Batgirl at Super Hero High

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
Book Four: 

Katana at Super Hero High

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
Book Five: 

Harley Quinn at Super Hero High



•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

32
4 — 6 
January 2, 2018
Leveled Reader

•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

24 
3 — 7 
January 2, 2018
8x8

•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

128
3 — 7 
January 2, 2018
Coloring Book

•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

24 
6 — 9 
September 5, 2017
Reusable Sticker 
& Paper Doll Book

•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

16
3 — 7 
July 25, 2017
8x8 Storybook 
with Lenticular Cover

•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
•Format:

32 
5 — 8 
July 25, 2017
Leveled Reader 
with Collector Cards



DC SUPER HERO GIRLS
9 Languages 

Brazil    -   Editora Rocco 
Czech Republic   -   Albatros Media
England   -   Penguin Random House UK
France    -   Bayard 
Germany   -   Verlagsgruppe Random House 
Israel    -   Miskal Publishing 
Portugal   -   Wydawnictwo Jaguar
Russia    -   Atticus/Azbooka Publishing
Spain    -   Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial



PICTURE 
BOOKS



I’m sorry —
couldn’t help but 
overhear.

What is 
happening?

THIS GUY IS 
GETTING HIS 
OWN BOOK?!

WERE MY 
PROBLEMS 
NOT ENOUGH 
FOR YOU?!

Oh, forget it. 

I’m sure with a 
neck like that 
he’ll have sales 
I could only 
dream of…

Rights	  to	  PENGUIN	  PROBLEMS	  licensed	  to:	  
Canada	  (French)	  – Scholastic	  Canada	  
China	  – United	  Sky	  
England	  – Walker	  Books	  
France	  – Gallimard	  
Germany	  – Carlsen	  Verlag	  
Italy	  – Rizzoli	  Libri	  
Korea	  – Media	  Changbi
Spain	  (Spanish	  &	  Catalan)	  – Alba	  Editorial	  
Taiwan	  – Les	  Gouttes	  Press	  

What, nothing from 
Antarctica?! My own 
people don’t even 
care about me…



GIRAFFE PROBLEMS

In this delightful companion book to our best-selling PENGUIN PROBLEMS, 
it seems penguins aren’t the only animal with problems . . .

Cyrus the giraffe can’t understand why his neck is as long and bendy and 
ridiculous as it is. No other animal has a neck this absurd. He’s tried disguising it, 
dressing it up, strategically hiding it behind bushes — anything he can think of.

Just when he’s exhausted his neck-hiding options, a turtle ambles in and helps 
him understand that his neck has a purpose, and looks excellent in a bow tie. 

PENGUIN PROBLEMS has over 100,000 copies in print, multiple starred reviews, 
and eleven foreign licenses, and we’re thrilled to have another riotously funny 
picture book collaboration from the stellar Jory John and Lane Smith.
 

Rights to PENGUIN PROBLEMS licensed to: 
Canada (French) — Scholastic Canada 

China — United Sky 
England — Walker Books 

France — Gallimard 
Germany — Carlsen Verlag 

Italy — Rizzoli Libri 
Korea — Media Changbi 

Russia — AST 
Spain (Spanish & Catalan) — Alba Editorial 

Taiwan — Les Gouttes Press 
Turkey — Kirmizi Kedi Yayinlari

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jory John
Lane Smith 
40
3 — 7  
September 25, 2018

BY JORY JOHN
ILLUSTRATED BY 

LANE SMITH

$17.99
$23.99 CAN

WHAT?!
Oh. You’ve noticed my neck. 
And you can’t take your eyes off it. 
Don’t worry, I get it. If I were you, I’d 
be looking at me, too. I honestly don’t 
blame you one bit. It’s a pretty tricky 
thing to ignore, this neck. It’s just 
neck, neck, neck … and then more 
neck. There’s nothing I can do about 
it. Believe me, I’ve tried. It doesn’t 
matter if I shrug. Or hunch. Or 
scrunch. Or bunch myself up. My 
neck is here, it’s there, and it’s 
everywhere. There’s no object in 
the world that’s going to conceal this 
thing. I mean, it barely fits within the 
confines of this flap! See? 

Sheesh. 
So, gather ‘round and stare all you 
want. Flip through the pages and 
gawk, or don’t. Read my lament, or 
simply move on. It’s not going to 
change anything. 

So … you’re still looking at my neck, 
huh? And this book hasn’t even 
started yet? 

Sigh.  

JORY JOHN and LANE SMITH are 
the author and illustrator of the multi-
starred and award-winning picture book, 
Penguin Problems, which the School 
Library Journal called a “sublime 
pairing of author and artist [resulting] 
in a rib-tickling exploration of what it 
means to look at the unsunny side.” 
Additionally, The New York Times called 
Penguin Problems both “funny and 
acerbic,” The London Evening Standard 
declared it to be “Hilarious,” and The 
New York Post proclaimed, “This penguin 
is ... basically Larry David in Antarctica! 
Who wouldn’t love that?” 

PENGUIN PROBLEMS 
National Indie Bestseller 
Kirkus starred review
Horn Book starred review
IndieNext top selection
Junior Library Guild Selection
Scholastic Teachers selection
An Irish Times Best Children’s 

Book of the Year
A Bank Street College of Education Best

Children’s Books of the Year

Jacket illustration copyright © 2016 by Lane Smith
Jacket design by Molly Leach
Also available as an ebook
Manufactured in TK
randomhousekids.com

Random House        New York

US $17.99 / $23.99 CAN
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I WALK WITH VANESSA 

Inspired by a true story, this empowering wordless picture book features a neighborhood 
of children who come to the defense of a young girl who is bullied. 
 
New York Times bestselling husband and wife team Kerascoët tell a story in pictures of an 
elementary school girl who is bullied and a girl who witnesses the act and is unsure of how 
to help. Exploring the feelings of helplessness and anger that happen in the wake of seeing 
a classmate treated badly, Kerascoët uses playfully expressive illustrations to show us how 
a single act of kindness can transform an entire community.

With themes of acceptance and friendship, this timeless and profound story will resonate 
with readers young and old.

Rights to I WALK WITH VANESSA licensed to: 
China — TB Publishing

Italy — De Agostini 
Japan — Iwasaki Shoten

Korea — Woongjin Think Big
Spain — Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial

Sweden — Verbum Forlag
Taiwan — Chang-Tang Publishing

Turkey — SEV Yayincilik

 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kerascoët
40 
4 — 8     
February 6, 2018





CRUNCH, THE SHY DINOSAUR 

Meet Crunch. He’s very shy, so you’ll have to say hello first. But wait! Don’t say 
hello too loudly or else you’ll scare him away. But don’t say it too quietly, either, or 
else he’ll get really close to your face in order to hear you. It takes a little while, but 
once you get to know Crunch, you’ll learn that he loves to paint and dance and climb 
and wear hats. Even though it’s a little hard, Crunch also loves making new friends.

This kid-friendly story is also great for parents seeking a night time read-aloud.

 

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Cirocco Dunlap
Greg Pizzoli
40 
3 — 7    
May 29, 2018





THE PINK HAT

On January 21, 2017, more than 5 million people in 82 countries joined together for 
the first Women’s March. Many of those marching were children. In THE PINK HAT, 
Andrew Joyner has captured the joy and momentum of the Women’s March with simple 
text and illustrations rendered entirely in black-and-white, except for the pink hat. This 
title is timed to mark the anniversary of the Women’s March, and is a Lead title for 
Random House Children’s Books. While THE PINK HAT is, at its core, a story about the 
Women’s March, it’s also a journey of one special hat, and how that hat touches the 
lives of a number of people across a city. Those people all come together at the end of 
the story — a great visual touch for the youngest readers.

Rights to THE PINK HAT licensed to: 
Australia — Penguin Random House Australia

Israel — Sefer Lakol 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Andrew Joyner
32 
4 — 8 
December 26, 2017 





ELMORE

From acclaimed author-illustrator Holly Hobbie, ELMORE is a modern classic. 

Elmore lives alone in an old maple tree. Every few days, he scurries down its trunk and nibbles on the leaves and 
twigs down below. It’s a pretty good life, but it can get lonely. One day, Elmore decides to put a sign up on his tree: 
“Friends Wanted.” But Elmore soon learns that no one wants to get too close to a porcupine. After some pondering, 
Elmore finds a way to show that his quills are nothing to be afraid of, and in doing so, he snuggles his way into the 
hearts of his new forest friends.

ELMORE features adorable illustrations and an important message about acceptance.
 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Holly Hobbie
40
3 — 7      
January 30, 2018





NIGHT OUT
When a small, lonely boy goes to bed at his boarding school one night, a 
magical adventure is about to begin. First, he finds a mysterious invitation 
on his bedside table. Are those paw prints across the envelope? Next he 
makes an escape — out the window, through the woods, across a river, and 
onto an island. There he joins a grand celebration in a warm, glowing cave, 
with larger-than-life animals serving tea and dancing late into the night. 
When the boy goes home, he has a fantastic story to tell — the perfect way 
to make a friend.

Simple text and gorgeous, moonlit watercolor illustrations combine to make 
a powerful and touching picture book.

 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Daniel Miyares
40 
4 — 8   
May 8, 2018



An invitation?



HOW TO SCARE A GHOST 

The latest in the New York Times bestselling HOW TO . . . series is a silly 
and slightly spooky tale about ghosts.

In this humorous story, written in an instructional style, two children 
show young readers how to have a spooktacular Halloween by carving 
pumpkins, playing games, and reading scary stories. 

Filled with charming and creative ideas, HOW TO SCARE A GHOST is sure 
to delight kids, parents, and things that go bump in the night.

Rights to the HOW TO . . . series  licensed to: 
Brazil — Companhia Das Letras 

China — Beijing Cheerful 
England — Hodder & Stoughton 

Iceland — Bokaugafan Bjork 
Italy — Piemme 

Korea — Seedbook 
Norway — Fontini 

Portugal — 20/20 Editora 
Russia — Kariera Press 

Spain — Ediciones Obelisco 
Taiwan — Taiwan Mac

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jean Reagan
Lee Wildish
32
4 — 8    
August 21, 2018



A New York Times bestselling series!



QUIET PLEASE, OWEN MCPHEE!

The author-illustrator team of THE INVISIBLE BOY is back with a humorous 
tale of a boy who has too much to say.

Owen means well, but his tendency to say anything and everything he thinks 
can get him into trouble — whether he’s shouting the ending of a movie, 
talking while his teacher does, or interrupting story time. Owen just can’t 
stop talking — until he wakes up one morning with a case of laryngitis. For 
the first time, Owen learns what it’s like to go through the world quietly and 
learns some important lessons about friendship, teamwork, and listening.

Readers will chuckle as they watch Owen McPhee’s well-meaning mishaps. 
Children and parents alike will be charmed when the well-meaning Owen 
finally learns to listen.

Rights to THE INVISIBLE BOY  licensed to: 
Canada (French) — Editions Deux

China — Hunan Juvenile 
Germany — Coppenrath Verlag 

Greece — Livanis 
Japan — Kumon Shuppan 

Korea — Booknbean 
Spain — Fineo Editorial

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Trudy Ludwig
Patrice Barton
40
5 — 8    
August 7, 2018





THE DINOSAUR EXPERT

Mr. Tiffin and his students take a trip to the natural history museum in this quietly 
empowering new book from author-illustrator team Margaret McNamara and G. Brian 
Karas (HOW MANY SEEDS IN A PUMPKIN?, THE APPLE ORCHARD RIDDLE).

Kimmy loves dinosaurs, and the natural history museum is one of her favorite places. 
She is thrilled to return, and to share everything she knows about dinosaurs with her 
classmates and Mr. Tiffin. When she tells one of her classmates that she wants to be a 
scientist when she grows up, and the classmate replies, “Girls aren’t scientists,” Kimmy 
is crushed, and silenced. Then Mr. Tiffin points out the Gasparinisaurus, named for the 
female scientist who discovered it, and Kimmy realizes that girls can be anything they 
want to be.

G. Brian Karas’ sweet, penciled illustrations complement Margaret McNamara’s simple, 
powerful words, and will resonate with both children and adult readers alike as they 
are reminded not to let anything stifle their voices and their dreams.

Rights to HOW MANY SEEDS IN A PUMPKIN? licensed to: 
Japan — Froebel Kan

Korea — Bomnamu Publishing
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40
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WHALE IN A FISHBOWL  

Wednesday is a whale who lives in a fishbowl in the middle of a city. Cars whizz 
around her and people hurry past; even the sun and moon circle above. 

Wednesday’s fishbowl is the only home she’s ever known, but deep in her heart 
she knows that there is more out there, somewhere. If she leaps high enough 
out of her bowl, she can see it: a calm bit of blue off in the distance. She doesn’t 
know exactly what there is to find beyond her fishbowl, but that won’t stop 
her from trying her hardest to get there. Readers will cheer when Wednesday 
finally leaps higher than ever before and sets a breathtaking chain of events into 
motion that will carry her to her rightful home. 

WHALE IN A FISHBOWL is a touching and uplifting story about a lonely creature 
longing to be free — and longing to find someone just like her.

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Troy Howell
Richard Jones
40 
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GO TO SLEEP, LITTLE CREEP  

A rhyming picture book with humor and heart that’s a wonderful bedtime 
addition for all little monsters. 

Even monsters have to go to sleep. But before little trolls turn out the light 
and werewolves settle in to dream, there’s fur to be brushed, pajamas to find, 
and moons that need be howled at. 

Debut storyteller David Quinn teams up with bestselling author/illustrator 
Ashley Spires (THE MOST MAGNIFICENT THING) to create a wondrously funny 
and sweet picture book sure to charm even the most wide-eyed wildings.

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

David Quinn
Ashley Spires
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RUMBLE GRUMBLE…HUSH

Young readers will follow a little boy through his day, as what fills his active 
imagination becomes real. Toys grow to life-size; a tin monkey plays a real drum 
and fiddle; a stuffed lion roars; a dump truck empties its load. But when quiet 
time comes, the animals nap, and the boy becomes absorbed in other activities 
as a hush settles over his bedroom. 
   
Here is an irresistible read-aloud that captures all the joy of a child’s play.

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:
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40 
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CAN I BE YOUR DOG?

This sweet story of a dog looking for his forever home is irresistibly charming.

Arfy is tired of living alone in his cardboard box in the alley on Butternut Street, 
so he writes letters to all of his neighbors and asks the same question: “Can 
I be your dog?” He asks the Honeywell family that lives in the bright yellow 
house, the butcher, the fire department, and even the junkyard owner. Each 
letter gets the same response: no one wants Arfy to be their dog. But then, 
in a charming twist, he finds a letter from the perfect source. The mail carrier 
herself says that she would love to be his person!  

This book is perfect for readers who love a happy ending, and for all dog lovers, 
especially those who support animal adoption. 
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SNOW SISTERS! 

SNOW SISTERS is a heartwarming sibling story, told in mirrored text.  

Two sisters don’t seem to have anything in common. When they wake up to 
a winter wonderland outside, one rushes out to play, while the other wraps 
herself in a blanket and sips cocoa. But after a while, they switch places and 
spend the second half of the day retracing each other’s footsteps.

With darling illustrations and spare text, SNOW SISTERS splits each spread 
to show what each sister is doing independently — until, at last, they come 
together in a cozy conclusion.

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kerri Kokias
Teagan White
32
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BACKYARD FAIRIES

“Have you ever found, out on your own, a tiny, magical, somebody’s home? Or 
sensed a fluttering, flickering light, gone when you turn, just out of sight?”

Any child (or grown up) who has ever imagined that something magical is hiding 
just out of sight will be charmed by this story in which a girl searches for the 
fairies she is sure are somewhere in her backyard. While the girl herself peeks 
into tree stumps and behind boulders, she never quite sees definitive proof, 
but she finds magic in what might be gifts left behind by the fairies. However, 
readers can spy the fairies fluttering through the air behind her and dancing the 
night away in a secret, underground hall beneath her feet.

Are there really, truly fairies in your backyard? You might never see them, but 
author-illustrator Phoebe Wahl assures young readers that you don’t have to see 
magic to know that it’s there.
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•Pub Date:
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GRUMPY MONKEY 

GRUMPY MONKEY is the perfect story for anyone who’s ever woken up 
on the wrong side of the branch.

One wonderful day, Jim Panzee starts his morning only to discover that 
nothing is right. And his day doesn’t improve from there. “Why are 
you grumpy?” asks Lemur. “What’s with the frown?” asks Snake. “Why 
won’t you sing with us?” ask the birds. “There’s no need to be grumpy!” 
Eventually, Jim bellows “I’M NOT GRUMPY!” But after a moment alone, 
and a chat with a friend, Jim admits that maybe he is grumpy . . . and 
that’s okay.

With fresh, commercial art, this funny story reassures children that it’s 
OK to feel grumpy every now and then.
 

BRITISH ONLY
 •Author: 
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ROAR: A DINOSAUR TOUR

ROAR’s short, simple sentences and bold, colorful illustrations 
are geared to the very young as a non-fiction introduction to a 
perennial favorite subject: dinosaurs.

The book introduces children to 18 species of dinosaur, and the 
endpapers provide a list of all the dinosaurs in the book along 
with a pronunciation guide.
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40 
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PRIDE: THE STORY OF HARVEY MILK 
AND THE RAINBOW FLAG

“Harvey Milk was an ordinary man, but he had an extraordinary dream.” So begins 
this beautifully told and beautifully illustrated story about love, acceptance of others, 
and pride in oneself.

Harvey Milk was the first openly gay person to be elected to United States political 
office, and he was dedicated to the cause of LGBTQ rights. In 1978, he and his artist 
friend Gilbert Baker gave the LGBTQ movement its most enduring symbol: the rainbow 
flag. Since the flag first flew at a gay pride march in San Francisco on June 25, 1978, 
it has come to represent love and acceptance all over the world. For LGBTQ people 
everywhere, the flag is a proud reminder of their worth and beauty.

With stirring words and stunning illustrations, Robert L. Sanders and Steven Salerno 
have created an important book sure to inspire kindness and pride in children and 
adults alike.

Rights to PRIDE licensed to: 
Japan — Chobunsha 
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JOAN PROCTER, DRAGON DOCTOR

The true story of the woman who loved lizards and designed the Reptile House at 
the London Zoo. 

While other girls played with dolls, Joan Procter preferred the company of reptiles. 
She carried her favorite lizard with her everywhere — she even brought a crocodile 
to school. When she grew older, she became the Curator of Reptiles at the British 
Museum, and eventually designed the Reptile House at the London Zoo, which 
included a home for the allegedly vicious Komodo Dragons. There, just like when 
she was a little girl, Joan hosted children’s tea parties — with her Komodo Dragon 
as the guest of honor.

With a lively text and vibrant illustrations, scientist and writer Patricia Valdez and 
illustrator Felicita Sala bring to life Joan Procter’s inspiring story of passion and 
determination.
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GENUINE FRAUD
by E. Lockhart

Rights licensed in 18 languages to: Australia (Allen & Unwin), Brazil (Seguinte/Companhia das 
Letras), Bulgaria (Egmont), Czech Republic (Host), England (Hot Key Books), Estonia (Pegasus), 
France (Gallimard), Germany (Ravensburger), Indonesia (PT Gramedia), Israel (Yediot), Italy 
(De Agostini), Norway (Fontini), Romania (Editura Trei), Russia (AST), Spain (Penguin Random 
House Grupo Editorial), Sweden (Lavender Lit), Turkey (Pegasus), Vietnam (Nha Nam)
 
Pub date: September 5, 2017

“. . . intoxicating . . .”
—The Horn Book, Starred

 
“A bracing pace, a slew of far-flung locations, and a storyline that runs mostly 
in reverse will keep readers on their toes, never entirely sure of what these 

girls are responsible for or capable of.”
—Publishers Weekly, Starred

 
“This thriller from the author of We Were Liars will challenge preconceptions 

about identity and keep readers guessing.”
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred

 
“An excellent choice recommended for teens and adults who love twisty mysteries, 

stories about class conflict, and tough-as-nails teen girls.”
—School Library Journal, starred

 
“ Captivating . . . bewitching.”

—Booklist, Starred
 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE GIRL NEXT DOOR
by Jared Reck

Rights licensed in 3 languages to: Czech Republic (Euromedia Group), France (Gallimard), 
Turkey (Pegasus)
 
Pub date: September 26, 2017

“Reck’s novel is sure to provoke reflection about finding meaning 
amid life’s unforeseeable tragedies.” 

—Publisher’s Weekly  

 “The informal writing style, short chapters, and connections to basketball will help this 
tragi-romance find appeal with reluctant readers.”   

—School Library Journal  

 



ONE MIXED-UP NIGHT 
by Catherine Newman 

Pub date: September 5, 2017

“Readers will revel in Frankie and Walter’s cathartic romp and learn much about grief, 
family, and friendship along the way.”  

—Kirkus Reviews  

“The book is well paced, with just enough high jinks and suspense to counterweight 
the sorrow.” 

—School Library Journal 

“Readers will be an envious of that as they are of the riotous adventure the friends share.” 
—Bulletin  

 

LEMONS
by Melissa Savage

Rights licensed in England (Chicken House)
 
Pub Date: May 5, 2017 

“An enjoyable and comforting middle-grade handbook on navigating new experiences 
and the heartache of losing loved ones early in life.”  

—Kirkus Reviews  

“An enjoyable and welcome exploration of sorrow, healing, and friendship.” 
—School Library Journal 

“Savage injects enough humor, mystery, and lively interaction among the characters to 
give this two-hanky debut a buoyant tone.”  

—Booklist 

“[A]pt and accessible for young readers.”  
—Bulletin  

 



BUNNY’S BOOK CLUB
by Annie Silvestro; illustrated by Tatjana Mai-Wyss

Rights licensed in 6 languages to: Bulgaria (Fiut Publishing House), China (Beijing Cheerful),  
Japan (Ehonjuku Publishing), Korea (Greatbooks), Taiwan (Les Gouttes Press)
 
Pub date: February 7, 2017 

“[Annie Silvestro] makes the pleasures of reading abundantly clear.”  
—Publishers Weekly 

“A sweet salute to reading.” 
—Kirkus Reviews  

“Silvestro’s debut picture book is a love letter to the pleasures of reading and libraries, 
and Mai-Wyss’s colorful illustrations are endearing and comforting . . . A lovely and fun 

addition for every library.”   
—School Library Journal

“. . . will make readers of all ages smile.”  
—Shelf Awareness  

THE CATAWAMPUS CAT 
by Jason Carter Eaton; illustrated by Gus Gordon

Rights licensed in 4 languages to: Australia (Penguin Random House Australia), China (Beijing 
Cheerful), Japan (Micro Magazine Publishing), Korea (Gimm-Young Publishers)
 
Pub date: March 21, 2017  

“Gordon’s engaging charcoal and wash spreads, enlivened with collage elements, 
supply the tilted special effects, while Eaton’s fond portrait of small-town life reminds 

readers that a slight change in outlook can transform everything.”   
—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review  

“A pleasing reminder that finding a new point of view can create positive change.” 
—Kirkus Reviews   

“The tale’s simple wordplay and upbeat sentiment are greatly enlivened by the clever, animated 
mixed-media cartoon artwork. . . This engaging read-aloud provides a slightly different slant on 

individuality and shifting points of view.”   
—School Library Journal 

 “Small visual subtexts will catch the attention of audiences time and time again 
as they revisit this story—which they are sure to do.”  

—Bulletin  
 



APPLES FOR LITTLE FOX
by Ekaterina Trukhan

Rights licensed in France (Editions Larousse)
 
Pub date: August 29, 2017 

“A sweet read-aloud choice that encourages children to explore the world around them.”  
—School Library Journal  

“Trukhan cleverly draws attention to famous literary detectives Holmes, Poirot and Miss 
Marple through the use of Fox’s sightline as he looks up from his book to their portraits 

on the wall of his delightfully messy house.”  
—Bulletin    

VINCENT CAN’T SLEEP: 
VAN GOGH PAINTS THE NIGHT SKY 

by Barb Rosenstock; illustrated by Mary GrandPré
Rights licensed in Japan (Holp Shuppan) 
 
Pub date: October 3, 2017 

“Even those who aren’t inspired to visit a museum will take away the lesson of Kandinsky’s life: 
Listen to what excites you and follow its call.”   

—The New York Times  

“A rich, accomplished piece about a pioneer in the art world.” 
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred 

“The book offers diverse potential for different types of study, whether one is reading 
for information or for pleasure. Outstanding.”   

—School Library Journal, Starred  

“The rich word choice is a delight: pistachio, cobalt, and saffron introduce readers to colors 
while hissing, blaring, and whispering reveal the sounds of the colors. . . . This is a beautiful 

blend of colors, music, and life.”   
—Booklist, Starred 



THE NOISY PAINT BOX: THE COLORS AND 
SOUNDS OF KANDINSKY’S ABSTRACT ART 

by Barb Rosenstock; illustrated by Mary GrandPré

Rights licensed in 9 languages: China (Beijing Dandelion), France (Le Genevrier), Greece 
(Editions Nepheli), Japan (Holp Shuppan), Korea (Wisdom House), Russia (Kareira), Spain 
(Editorial Juventud), Taiwan (Taiwan Mac Education Co.), and Turkey (Nar Yayinlari)
 
Pub date: February 11, 2014
 

“Even those who aren’t inspired to visit a museum will take away the lesson 
of Kandinsky’s life: Listen to what excites you and follow its call.” 

—The New York Times
 

“Rosenstock’s prose strikes a balance between lightheartedness and lyricism. 
GrandPré’s paintings conjure up an entire epoch...breathing life into all the characters.” 

—Publishers Weekly, Starred

“A rich, accomplished piece about a pioneer in the art world.” 
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred

 
“The book offers diverse potential for different types of study, whether one is reading 

for information or for pleasure. Outstanding.” 
—School Library Journal, Starred

“This is a beautiful blend of colors, music, and life.” 
—Booklist, Starred 

“ . . . Rosenstock takes known events and embellishes them with dialogue and specific 
sounds for the colors. GrandPré does a fine job showing color and sound as abstractions 

while presenting the artist and his surroundings in a more realistic manner.” 
—The Horn Book  
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